as a servant of the Lord, all refl ect not simply a rejection of physiognomic principles but rather a conscious subversion of the practice as a whole.
With this survey in tow, Parsons seeks to undertake a fresh reading of four stories in Luke-Acts: the bent woman (Luke 13:10-17) in chapter four; wee Zacchaeus (Luke 19:1-9) in chapter fi ve; the lame man (Acts 3:1-10) in chapter six; and the Ethiopian eunuch (Acts 8:26-40) in chapter seven. In each of these instances Luke does not merely refl ect a consciousness of the topic of physiognomy but inserts a teaching (though subversive) concerning it. Sandwiched between these four chapters and the earlier surveys, is a single chapter (three) where Parsons off ers a more wide-ranging survey of instances of physiognomic awareness in Luke-Acts. Additionally in this chapter, Parsons argues that Luke's intentional subversion of physiognomic principles in Luke-Acts is connected to the broader theme of the Abrahamic covenant, in that external appearance has no bearing on whether or not one is a son or daughter or Abraham. Again, he contends that Luke has intentionally and strategically introduced these stories of physiognomic consequence to then subvert that understanding of persons.
In each of the four stories from Luke-Acts Parsons proceeds in the following manner: (1) an identifi cation of the prominent physical feature in the account, (2) a recitation of what ancient sources relate physiognomically on that particular feature, (3) a presentation of Luke's subversive stance on that physical feature as a moral indicator, and fi nally (4) a location of its signifi cance for Luke-Acts. An example of Parson's fresh reading of these texts can be seen in the story of the Ethiopian eunuch. He notes that, of the three most prominent aspects of this fi gure-foreigner (Ethiopian), Gentile (non-Israelite), and physically deformed (eunuch), the fi rst two typically receive the bulk of the attention for Luke's overall program. Yet, in light of ancient physiognomic awareness, Parsons provides a more sophisticated reading of the story based on him being a eunuch. His reading not only provides support for his thesis regarding Luke's subversion of physiognomy, but also yields additional insight by refi ning a common understanding concerning the expanding geographical progression of Luke's gospel message. While some point back to the story of the Ethiopian eunuch as the onset of the Gentile expansion of the gospel-highlighting his foreigner status-Parsons notes that the account is never referenced later in the narrative that way. Instead, highlighting the signifi cance of the comparatively neglected "eunuch" feature of the story, Parsons states, "Th us the conversion of the Ethiopian eunuch in Acts is not so much the beginning of the Gentile mission per se as it is the culmination of Luke's argument that those who are physically 'defective' by the prevailing cultural standards are in no way excluded from the body of the new Abrahamic covenant" (p. 123). In like kind, each of the four stories yields similar insights for the study of Luke-Acts.
Parsons' book calls for a reading on a variety of fronts: the Luke-Acts specialist, the NT or Christian Origins scholar, persons who study ancient Greek culture and rhetoric, and still others. Th is writer's contention is that the book is also necessary reading for those who lead Christians (i.e., clergy) as it at once puts us in touch with how the NT provides a subversive logic to certain inhumane cultural practices. Physiognomic-type practices are still alive and kicking today, therefore this message of Luke needs to be re-heard. Yet, such a subversion of discriminatory and stereotyping practices is not meant only for the ears of
